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Well, you’re in luck! Demandbase has partnered with Heinz Marketing to build a set of tools, templates and other assets to help you sell the 
value of ABM to all levels within your organization:

 
REFERENCE GUIDE (THIS ASSET): Understand what’s important to each of the different teams, stakeholders and decision makers within 
your organization, and arm yourself with answers to the most common questions you’ll encounter when socializing ABM internally.

ROI CALCULATOR: Estimate and communicate the net new sales and revenue potential associated with an ABM strategy to get your 
organization and your executive team excited and committed!

POWERPOINT DECK: We’ve created 10 slides that you can use in presenting the value to the teams inside your organization.

So now it’s time to get selling! Need more assets and tools to help you execute your ABM strategy? Visit www.demandbase.com for more ABM-related 
content to aid in your ABM success!

ARE YOU CONVINCED THAT YOUR 
ORGANIZATION NEEDS TO PRACTICE 
ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING (ABM)?  
 
But you need a little help convincing your sales team?  
Your marketing leadership? Your C-suite?
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https://www.demandbase.com/ebook/expert-abm-guide-selling-value-abm-organization/
https://www.demandbase.com/
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HOW DO YOU INTRODUCE AND DRIVE URGENCY FOR ABM AMONGST 
A VARIETY OF INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS?
The following pages detail specific talking points for several key internal stakeholders at different stages of the internal decision-making 
journey. That being said, the basic message is simple. At a high level, this is why each department should adopt an ABM strategy:

THE KEY MESSAGE

More focused, more efficient, and more connected to revenue

Greater precision, coordination, and velocity within target accounts

More coordination within the organization and a higher return on investment

More coordinated platforms between sales and marketing

MARKETING

SALES

FINANCE

IT
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STAGE 1: LOOSEN THE STATUS QUO

CEO 
Looking for revenue growth; you can increase 
the number of sales reps but that’s not scalable; 
existing reps need to be more efficient and 
close more deals; you need to prove the ROI on 
marketing investments.

FINANCE 
Marketing is your biggest cost center; and even 
with all the metrics, you’re still uncertain of true  
business impact; not driving enough large account 
business which generates more revenue. 

IT 
Sales & marketing systems currently don’t talk to 
each other well, tons of requests to “build”  
better coordination between sales & marketing 
systems tax resources and keep from focusing  
on more mission-critical priorities.

MARKETING SALES OPERATIONS FINANCE

CMO
Traditional demand generation doesn’t work for 
enterprise targets; internal “buying” committee  
is too complicated for individual-centric 
marketing campaigns; current marketing and 
sales systems are too siloed—traditional Demand 
Gen efforts waste money and aren’t aligned with 
sales efforts. 

HEAD OF DEMAND GENERATION 
Sales doesn’t follow up on your leads. Current 
tools don’t allow for account-centric coordination  
of marketing activities or targeting of key 
accounts more precisely.

MARKETING OPERATIONS 
Complex deals make attribution and coordinating 
complex deals far more difficult; requests  
from sales & marketing to coordinate efforts 
more precisely require more time/resources/
custom integration than you have time or 
resources for.

EVENT MANAGER 
Measuring impact of isolated events is difficult; 
few enterprise deals are sourced or closed by 
individual marketing events; importance of event 
role is mitigated and miscommunicated with 
current siloed campaign structure.

VP OF SALES/CRO 
Sales & marketing efforts moving in different 
directions, with different goals. Pressure to 
close more enterprise deals doesn’t align with 
organization’s current ability to execute; enterprise 
deals are increas- ingly complex and need a 
new approach to drive internal consensus and 
momentum towards the close. 

SALES MANAGER 
Current marketing campaigns don’t support 
complexity of enterprise selling environments; 
your sales reps need greater marketing support 
to navigate complex deals; as a result, your team  
doesn’t really count on marketing very much. 

SALES OPERATIONS  
Managing disparate systems makes it impossible 
to track what’s working and what’s not; complex 
selling environments make coordinating plays 
between sales and marketing more difficult.

NAMED ACCOUNT SALES REPS 
Not getting enough inbound leads from 
marketing; little support to coordinate messaging  
and targeting efforts.
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STAGE 2: COMMIT TO CHANGE

CEO 
Your sales & marketing strategies have been 
misaligned for long enough, and continuing 
this will put sales targets at risk; your marketing 
team must adopt account-oriented marketing 
approaches to better align with sales and 
increase results.

FINANCE 
An account-based approach increases likelihood 
of hitting enterprise sales numbers and reduces  
the cost of acquisition for new customers.

IT 
Sales & marketing systems currently don’t talk to 
each other well, tons of requests to “build” better  
coordination between systems, tax resources 
and keep from focusing on more critical priorities.

MARKETING SALES OPERATIONS FINANCE

CMO
Current toolset cannot meet enterprise 
marketing & sales goals; CEO requires tighter 
coordination with sales to demonstrate 
marketing contribution to revenue; VP of Sales 
needs tighter coordinated, operational efforts to 
demonstrate enterprise sales momentum 
and results.

HEAD OF DEMAND GENERATION 
Cannot hit enterprise marketing targets without 
more precise, account-centric programs; ABM 
increases your alignment with sales, ties to 
revenue; ability to measure precise marketing 
impact on sales/revenue increases dramatically.

MARKETING OPERATIONS 
Current systems are only individual-based and 
not account-based; cannot achieve aggressive 
sales goals without a different approach to 
those complex environments; cannot achieve 
enterprise marketing results without better tools 
and systems to execute.

EVENT MANAGER 
Account-based approach is proven to put more 
value on events, especially events focused on  
target accounts; an ABM lens can increase 
events impact on marketing & sales goals, 
increase commitment to event strategy growth in 
the months ahead.

VP OF SALES/CRO 
Your sales team is not living up to its potential 
with a siloed, individual-oriented approach; need 
to drive tighter coordination between sales & 
marketing strategies to match efforts and hit 
revenue targets.

SALES MANAGER 
You have an aggressive sales goal that your team 
isn’t going to hit without tighter coordination  
between sales & marketing, or without tighter 
insights and a focus on navigating internal organi-
zation buying committees.

SALES OPERATIONS  
Your current systems cannot support an account-
centric approach to sales (let alone marketing); 
your sales teams require tightly-coordinated 
plays to an increasingly complex internal buying 
committee that operations needs to support 
through better systems and alignment with an ABM 
approach from marketing.

NAMED ACCOUNT SALES REPS 
Can’t drive enterprise sales velocity without 
better support from marketing; need tighter 
messaging, and account-oriented processes to 
increase output of enterprise deals.
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STAGE 3: JUSTIFY THE DECISION

CEO 
Failure to align sales & marketing’s focus 
on account orientation puts your results at 
significant risk; continuing to misalign sales 
& marketing decreases morale, increases 
turnover, and adds unnecessary frustration at 
the board/investor level.

FINANCE 
Marketing aligned with an account-oriented 
approach behind sales will increase your sales/
revenue and decrease operating costs.

IT 
Support and infrastructure costs (purchase 
+ support) are lower when both teams are 
aligned behind an account orientation.

MARKETING SALES OPERATIONS FINANCE

CMO
Heightens confidence in hitting enterprise sales 
number; increases coordination with sales 
leadership & revenue objectives; allow for more 
precise marketing to achieve enterprise deals  
more accurately.

HEAD OF DEMAND GENERATION 
“Spray and Pray” tactics won’t hit the enterprise 
sales number alone; prospects are responding  
less frequently to siloed messages; failure to en-
gage the entire buying organization will weaken 
marketing contribution to closed deals.

MARKETING OPERATIONS 
Cannot achieve enterprise account goals without 
better tools, approach; alignment of account-
based efforts with sales will improve operations 
coordination, reporting transparency and reduce 
cost of maintenance of operations efforts.

EVENT MANAGER 
Cannot demonstrate event’s true value & 
contribution without account-centric approach  
to marketing.

VP OF SALES/CRO 
If marketing isn’t aligned behind an account-
centric approach, it becomes next to impossible 
to hit aggressive enterprise sales goals; your 
team wastes more time with “traditional” 
marketing approaches vs increasing efficiency 
with a combined ABM/named account approach.

SALES MANAGER 
Your reps can’t be as efficient with the same 
marketing support (aligned around individuals vs 
accounts); You can increase velocity and speed 
to internal buyer consensus with an integrated 
account-based approach between sales 
and marketing.

SALES OPERATIONS 
You can support the organization’s focus on 
larger deals more effectively with marketing 
aligned with an ABM focus; Sales operations can 
be far more effective and efficient if marketing is 
aligned in focus, tools and process.

NAMED ACCOUNT SALES REPS 
Can’t drive enterprise sales velocity without 
better support from marketing; need tighter 
messaging and account-oriented processes to 
increase output of enterprise deals.
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STAGE 4: MAKE FINAL DECISION

CEO 
Can you hit your number without greater 
alignment between sales & marketing? Are you 
getting results from marketing today, or can you 
make changes to increase effectiveness?

FINANCE 
Can you afford to miss your number? What 
impact and internal costs are associated with an 
increasing divide between sales & marketing’s 
approach/strategy?

IT 
How painful is it to manage conflicting 
approaches between sales & marketing today? 
What would happen if cost of maintenance of 
sales & marketing systems decreased by 15-20%?

MARKETING SALES OPERATIONS FINANCE

CMO
What is the opportunity cost of not hitting your 
enterprise sales number? What is the impact of 
not aligning enterprise sales targets with 
relevant/related marketing efforts?

HEAD OF DEMAND GENERATION 
What’s the opportunity cost of hitting the 
organization’s enterprise sales number? What 
happens if marketing can’t demonstrate direct 
impact on sales pipeline and revenue? How 
important are enterprise deals to your success, 
and can you achieve them without coordinating 
an account-based marketing effort?

MARKETING OPERATIONS 
Do you have the tools and approach necessary 
to hit enterprise sales goals? Can your current 
investments bridge the gap between sales & 
marketing effectively?

EVENT MANAGER 
Will you lose the impact of events on enterprise 
sales contribution without an account-
centric approach? Will too tight of a focus on 
individualized marketing reduce your event 
budget, and neuter its impact on enterprise 
sales velocity?

VP OF SALES/CRO 
Can we hit our enterprise sales goals with this 
year’s marketing approach? Will my sales team 
be as efficient and effective with the same types 
of leads and marketing support? What can 
happen to our results if my goals/approach are 
fully aligned with that of our CMO?

SALES MANAGER 
Will my reps be able to sell without more tightly 
aligning and coordinating messages, campaigns 
and plays between sales & marketing? Does 
my team have the tools, messaging and internal 
buying committee intelligence they need to 
succeed?

SALES OPERATIONS 
Can sales operations truly support the 
organization’s sales goals without full support/
alignment with marketing? Do we have the 
resources and alignment required to hit our 
enterprise sales number?

NAMED ACCOUNT SALES REPS 
Can I hit my quota without aligned support from 
marketing? Could I increase my close rates and 
deal velocity with better focus on internal buying 
committees and consensus-building?
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Aren’t we already executing by naming and pursuing our target accounts?
That’s a start, but true Account-Based Marketing requires an account-centric pursuit of target accounts with a tightly 
coordinated effort between sales and marketing. Today we’re naming our targets; but one, sales and marketing don’t 
have a coordinated plan, and two, we’re pursuing individual leads vs. coordinating our activity to best convert the 
internal buying committee required to green-light our deal.

Do we need to do anything if we already have our best field reps targeting our most important accounts?
But do they know all 6.8 members (on average) of the internal buying committee (based on CEB research)? Do they 
have strong persona insights into how to pitch each of those individuals? Do they have the tools or processes to 
coordinate internal consensus building among that group to increase velocity of the deal? Those are some of the 
benefits of an ABM approach for us moving forward.

Doesn’t this sound like a program Sales can do on their own?
Historically that’s been what companies have done, yes, but there are numerous examples from other B2B 
companies that are accelerating volume and velocity of target account wins by better coordinating efforts between 
sales and marketing, and doing it in a more sophisticated, account-oriented way. Yes this requires more investment in 
resources and content, but our ROI calculator shows that it can be more than worth it based on incremental sales.

Why do we need special tools and content to go after our target accounts?
The coordination between sales and marketing, let alone coordination of messages among internal stakeholders, 
can be extremely difficult if not impossible to manage manually. We’ve talked to other companies doing this, and they 
highly recommend against trying to do this without the right resources

Can we just use internal/existing resources to get this started?
Yes, especially related to building out our strategy and focus/objectives. But like many new initiatives, our chances of 
success grow dramatically if we have the right tools to execute. 

Q: 
A: 

Q: 
A: 

Q: 
A: 

Q: 
A: 

Q: 
A: 
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Doesn’t (insert marketing automation platform name here) do this for us already?
Yes and no. Most programs are optimized to the individual lead within an organization, and don’t yet promise optimal 
tracking, coordinating and communicating to the needs of the organization overall. There are tools that can help expand 
with marketing automation to target/focus on our best accounts, leverage buying signals, coordinate activities, increase 
channels used, etc.

Why doesn’t marketing just focus more, why does this require sales involvement?
The larger the account, the more important sales engagement becomes – especially  
early in the buying journey. These accounts are too important to assign them just to marketing or just to sales. We need 
a coordinated approach to maximize each touchpoint and communication, to push those deals farther faster. That’s the 
approach that will get the best increase in sales in the most efficient manner.

Is ABM going to be expensive? 
If you evaluate ABM on a cost per target account basis, it’s typically far more efficient than traditional marketing 
methods. And since you’re focused on your most important and high-value accounts, overall acquisition costs (as a 
percentage of the deal and lifetime value) typically go down, not up!

We’re already too busy, how are we going to implement an ABM strategy as well?
Many companies look at ABM as an “or” not an “and” strategy. They’re replacing other non-performing marketing efforts 
with ABM to increase their ROI and contribution to revenue.

Will there be enough leads from ABM to hit our pipeline and revenue goals?
With ABM, lead volume isn’t what’s important. Accounts are your focus and each engaged prospect is worth significantly 
more than a traditional MQL. We’re not focused on lead volume, instead it’s all about sales pipeline contribution, net-
new opportunities and marketing impact on closed business. Better alignment, better focus, better results.

Q: 
A: 

Q: 
A: 

Q: 
A: 

Q: 
A: 
Q: 
A: 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS



BECOME AN ABM EXPERT
AT YOUR COMPANY

Demandbase o�ers two ABM Certification courses online that you and your 
team can take in the convenience of your home or o�ce. An Expert-level 

course is also o�ered in select cities throughout the year.

FOUNDATIONS ABM CERTIFICATION
Learn the importance of Account-Based
Marketing and gain how-to tips that’ll get

you started on the path to success.

ADVANCED ABM CERTIFICATION
Get best practices on topics including sales
& marketing alignment, target account list

development, metrics and budgeting.

Register now: www.demandbase.com/cert

http://www.demandbase.com/cert


Demandbase is a leader in Account-Based Marketing (ABM). The company offers the only Artificial Intelligence-enabled, comprehensive ABM platform that spans Advertising, Marketing, 
Sales and Analytics. Enterprise leaders and high-growth companies such as Accenture, Adobe, DocuSign, GE, Salesforce and others use Demandbase to drive their ABM strategy and 
maximize their marketing performance. The company was named a Gartner Cool Vendor for Tech Go-To Market in 2016. For more information, please visit www.demandbase.com 
or follow the company on Twitter @Demandbase.

http://www.demandbase.com
https://twitter.com/Demandbase
https://twitter.com/Demandbase
https://www.facebook.com/Demandbase
https://www.linkedin.com/company/demandbase

